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ABSTRACT 

The school uniform unit selection is vital for students in order to complete their 

studies in school. It is one of the co-curricular activities in school which highlights the 

educational objectives to develop inclusive education. There are a lot of choices for 

school unifonn unit for students to participate; either based on their self-interest, family 

support or their own friend's influences. Currently, it is quite difficult for students to 

decide for school unifonn unit as varieties of unifonn units can be found. Students tend to 

face a difficulty in choosing a school uniform unit either to follow their passion or to 

randomly choose the uniform unit without any interest. Analytical Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) method ranks the important level of school uniform unit selection among students 

by applying the multi criteria decision making. This research detennines the main criteria 

for school uniform unit selection among students and to specify the preferable school 

unifonn unit selection by using AHP method. Through AHP method and using the data 

that has been collected, the most important criteria for both school's students are self

interest and the most preferable school unifonn unit selection among students can be 

found. As results, it is found that scout is the most preferable school uniform unit. 
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